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A land before time - a journey beyond belief … Unlucky in love, but desperate to prove himself in an adventure,

journalist Ed Malone is sent to test the infamous and hot-tempered Professor Challenger on his bizarre South

American expedition findings - not least his sketches of a strange plateau and the monstrous creatures that appear to

live there. But rather than being angry at his questions, Challenger invites him along on his next field trip. Malone is

delighted: until it becomes clear that the Professor was telling the truth about the terrible lost world he has

discovered. Will they all survive the terrifying creatures on the island? And will anyone ever believe what they saw

there?
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Forget the Michael Crichton book (and Spielberg movie) that copied the title. This is the original: the terror-

adventure tale of The Lost World. Writing not long after dinosaurs first invaded the popular imagination, Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle spins a yarn about an expedition of two scientists, a big-game hunter, and a journalist (the

narrator) to a volcanic plateau high over the vast Amazon rain forest. The bickering of the professors (a type Doyle

knew well from his medical training) serves as witty contrast to the wonders of flora and fauna they encounter,

building toward a dramatic moonlit chase scene with a Tyrannosaurus Rex. And the character of Professor George

E. Challenger is second only to Sherlock Holmes in the outrageous force of his personality: he's a big man with an

even bigger ego, and if you can grit your teeth through his racist behavior toward Native Americans, he's a lot of fun.
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